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About This Game

The game will be updated once it reaches the sales goals. New enemies and maps will be released. Updates are free for
those who already own the game.

Bonny`s Adventure is a game that brings the basis of the classic platform games and several puzzles, making the game
experience unique, harmoniously uniting the dynamics of adventure with the reflection of a good puzzle.

History:

In a far world, there’s an archipelago where magic controls the elements. Such place is inhabited by many animals in a small
village. Their humble way of life brought a slow pace and peaceful way of life. However, according to a local legend, once there

were bad times.

More than a hundred years ago, Calundu the Wizard ruled the archipelago. In order to establish equilibrium, the ancient ones tell
that a great war between the guardians who mastered the art of teleport and the powerful wizard Calundú took place. However,

that was just a legend.

One day, a mysterious storm with gales made the villagers take shelter. After the storm was gone, they noticed that the island
was full of traps and that the Vulcan, named after Calundu, was active once again.

That morning unravel the truth about the legend. Calundu was back. The villagers gathered to discuss how to stop Calundu,
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however more than a 100 years had passed and no guardian could have survived that long.

The young armadillo always said that there was a guardian in the south islands, but none believed him. But, now this innocent
soul was the only hope. In a courageous effort, Tuco went past many traps in his way to the south islands. After searching for

some time, Tuco fell into a trap and faced death, but his guardian was there for him. Bonny saved Tuco.

Tuco explained the situation, however Bonny had not used his powers for a long time. Tuco insisted that only Bonny could save
the archipelago. Finally, Bonny agreed to help and Tuco took him back to the village. The villagers were marveled by Bonny’s

presence and decided to help as much as they could.

Local lumberjack, Beaver, gave Bonny a little wooden helmet for protection. The father of many, as the Bunny was known, gave
Bonny an iron helmet covered with fur to warm up Bonny. Tuco’s parents, who were farmers, could not help because the storm

took away their carrots and cherries.

Bonny was grateful to the villagers , gave then a warm hug and left for his journey towards Calundú’s island.
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adventure bonnie. adventure time bonnie and neddy. adventure time bonnie. bonny's adventure gameplay. anne bonny
adventures

Depois pedem pra gente apoiar os jogos brasileiros, mas de que jeito?
Esse jogo t\u00e1 injog\u00e1vel, muito bugado.
Fiz o tutorial, entrei na primeira fase que desbloqueou, passei ela, bugou, todas as outras fases ficaram trancadas. Ok.
Fiz outro save, passei o tutorial, tentei outra ordem de fases, e no meio dessa de agora n\u00e3o carregou uma plataforma.
N\u00c3O TINHA COMO EU TERMINAR A FASE PORQUE A PLATAFORMA SIMPLESMENTE N\u00c3O APARECE
E N\u00c3O TEM COMO PROSSEGUIR SEM ELA. Game over, ok, dou continuar e de novo acontece o primeiro bug, todas
as fases bloqueadas de novo.

Tentei falar com o suporte mas ningu\u00e9m me respondeu, reembolso.
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